
Disabled & D/deaf Writers Caucus 
Guidelines for Accessibility & Inclusivity 

 
Thank you for valuing diversity in our literary community. Thank you for seeking to create an 
accessible, inclusive atmosphere at the literary events you organize and take part in. 
 
These guidelines are intended to help facilitate accessibility and inclusivity, both in terms of 
evaluating venues and designing events. Note that venues label themselves “accessible” 
based on general access, but that may not permit access to the space for readings or 
other private events. Also, while the ADA requires public establishments provide equal access 
to people with disabilities, some venues are exempt because they are housed in historic 
buildings or “private” clubs. No one expects you to work miracles of architecture. But you can 
create an informed environment that is welcoming to the members of our community.  
 
Never rely on third-party information, though the information may prove helpful in identifying 
venues of interest. Always contact the hosting venue to confirm details. 
  
 
Considerations for Evaluating a Venue 
 
 -What is the style of main entrance? Is there a push-button for automated entry? 
 -Is there a specific phone number to call for wheelchair assistance at entry? 
 -Are the interior doorways at least 32” wide, including doors to restrooms? 

-Does the restroom provide grab bars for accessing the toilet? 
 -Is there a water fountain set in the wall no higher than 36”? 
 -Identify additional floors. Are any other floors essential to attending an event? 
 -Is there an elevator? If so, what is the procedure for elevator access? 
 -Is there a raised stage for performers? Is that stage ramp-accessible? 
 -What are the curbside drop off / pick up points? Is there handicap parking nearby? 
 
 
Considerations for Designing an Event 
 
 Consider providing information for those with physical sensitivities: 

-->advertise intrusive light displays, e.g. strobes; 
  -->mention “Big Eight” food presence, e.g. pizza or nuts; 
  -->advertise if featuring artificial fragrance, e.g. perfumes. 
 
 Consider access for those with limited mobility: 

-->provide a variety of seating options; 
  -->provide a reserved open area for those in wheelchairs or scooters; 
  -->clear aisles for main entrance / exit and restroom access. 
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 Consider aids to those with low vision or blindness: 
  -->ensure all signage is brightly lit with large font; 
  -->arrange spot lighting at podium for readers; 

-->provide handouts with enlarged font and double-spacing. 
 

Consider aids to those who are deaf or hard of hearing:  
 -->make available assistive listening devices; 

-->caption any video projections or films; 
 -->provide an ASL Interpreter or CART services* 

 
*Additional notes on American Sign Language and Communications Access in Real Time: 
Book an ASL and Cued Speech transliterator in advance. If there are many D/deaf conference 
attendees at a conference, people may have issues booking interpreters. 
Identify your local vendors. In the DC area, for example, Language Matters, Inc. is an excellent 
resource for both CLTs (Cued Language Transliterators) and ASL interpreters. The coordinator, 
Lauren Pruett, can be contacted at admin@language-matters.com 
Another resource is Access Interpreting for CART: http://www.ainterpreting.com/services 
 
Considerations for Transportation Around Town 
 
 -Metro or Subway 
 -Bus 
 -MetroAccess* 

-Taxis 
 -Uber and / or Lyft 
 
*People who already use similar ParaTransit services in their home city can apply for "visitor" 
status to temporarily use metro access while in many cities, such as DC and New York City.  
This usually takes about 10 business days to set up. For more information: 
http://www.wmata.com/accessibility/eligibility.cfm#visitor 
 
Are you taking these factors into consideration? Are you prioritizing accessibility and 
inclusivity? If so, include a copy of the scalable PNG, which can be found on the Disabled & 
D/deaf Writers Caucus website, on your promotional materials. No credit line is needed.   

  

The Association of Writers and Writing Programs aims to welcome those with disability. For 
their information: https://www.awpwriter.org/awp_conference/accessibility#allergy 
For more information: https://awpdisabilitycaucus.wordpress.com 
For suggestions and updates: Please contact AWPdisabilitycaucus@gmail.com /  

or Sandra Beasley, sandrabeasley@earthlink.net  
Latest Update: September 30, 2016 
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